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Scalable Forming and Flash Light
Sintering of Polymer-Supported
Interconnects for Surface-
Conformal Electronics
Conformally integrating conductive circuits with rigid 3D surfaces is a key need for smart
materials and structures. This paper investigates sequential thermoforming and flash light
sintering (FLS) of conductive silver (Ag) nanowire (NW) interconnects printed on planar
polymer sheets. The resulting interconnect–polymer assemblies are thus preshaped to the
desired 3D geometry and can be robustly attached to the surface. This conformal circuit
integration approach avoids interconnect delamination in manual conformation of
planar flexible electronics, eliminates heating of the 3D object in direct conformal printing,
and enables easy circuit replacement. The interconnect resistance increases after thermo-
forming, but critically, is reduced significantly by subsequent FLS. The resistance depends
nonlinearly on the forming strain, interconnect thickness, and FLS fluence. The underlying
physics behind these observations are uncovered by understanding interconnect morphol-
ogy and temperature evolution during the process. With the optimal parameters found here,
this process achieves interconnect resistance of <10 Ω/cm within 90.8 s at 100% maximum
strain over a 1 square inch forming area. The application of this process for complex sur-
faces is demonstrated via a simple conformal LED-lighting circuit. The potential of this
approach to enable surface size and material insensitivity, robust integration, and easy
replaceability for conformal circuit fabrication is discussed. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4042610]

Introduction
Integration of electronics with rigid 3D surfaces has been used to

combine antennas, displays, sensors, and other functional devices
with 3D objects for creating smart structures [1–4]. A critical
enabler for this technology is the integration of electrically conduc-
tive interconnects on 3D surfaces [2,4–7], which can be combined
with pick-and-place methods for integrating other active devices.
Currently, such integration is performed either by mechanical con-
formation of printed circuits on flexible polymers with the surface
or by conformal 3D printing of nanomaterial-based circuit patterns
directly on the surface. The mechanical conformation approach can
cause interconnect delamination and cracking, leading to significant
loss in conductivity [8]. Past studies have attempted to alleviate this
issue by tailoring the microscale shape of the interconnects [3,9] or
by interfacial modifications of the printed nanomaterials [10–12].
However, these approaches are more suitable for smooth convex
surface features. For example, conformation of a planar polymer-
circuit assembly with a concave cavity or corner requires significant
mechanical handling of the assembly, which can damage the circuits.
In contrast, conformal 3D printing of nanoparticle pastes can

fabricate such conformal circuits without mechanical conformation,
while retaining high geometric versatility and eliminating the need
for expensive vacuum deposition [4]. This approach has seen con-
siderable interest, including the commercial development of the
conformal aerosol-jet printing (AJP) method [13]. However, this
process still suffers from the following issues. Typically, the 3D
object and the conformally printed circuits are heated together in
oven to fuse the printed nanoparticles and achieve low electrical
resistance. There is a trade-off between sintering time and temper-
ature in this sintering step. This sintering can be performed at
high temperatures if a short sintering time of a few minutes is
needed (e.g., ≈250–350 °C [2]) or for a longer time if lower

sintering temperatures are desired (e.g., 150 °C for 30 min [14] or
80 °C to 1 h [4]). Therefore, this step either limits the material of
the 3D object that can be used, if shorter higher temperature sin-
tering is used, or limits the process throughput if longer lower tem-
perature sintering is used. Further, the use of oven in this sintering
step limits the usable size and material of the 3D object. Laser sin-
tering of the printed interconnects alleviates direct heating of the
bulk of the 3D object but can still cause significant indirect
heating of the 3D surface, requiring the use of more expensive ther-
mally tolerant materials for the 3D object. Also, both the conformal
printing process and the laser sintering process are time-consuming
due their serial-writing nature. Furthermore, replacement of the
direct written circuits requires the entire 3D object to be shipped
to the production facility for remanufacturing. This can be a signif-
icant logistical issue where large 3D objects are involved.
Overall, the above issues constrain current conformal integration

of circuits to niche applications characterized by limited size and
material type of the 3D surfaces and limited circuit replaceability.
Thus, there is a need for an approach that simultaneously avoids
mechanical conformation of planar electronics, enables robust inte-
gration of the circuit with the desired surface, avoids direct heating
of the 3D surface, and allows circuit replacement without involving
the 3D object. To overcome these issues, the following paradigm
has been proposed for separating the fabrication of 3D conformal
circuits from their integration with the desired surface. In this para-
digm (Fig. 1), nanomaterial-based interconnects are printed on
planar polymer substrates, the printed interconnect–polymer assem-
bly is formed to the shape of the desired surface, and the shaped
assembly is adhesively attached to the 3D surface. This paradigm
can simultaneously eliminate direct heating of the 3D object,
enable robust assembly by preshaping the polymer to preferentially
conform to the desired surface form, and allow easy detachment and
reattachment of assemblies for replacement. The key bottleneck
is that forming of the planar interconnect–polymer assembly will
increase electrical resistance significantly [8], which must be com-
pensated for by another processing step. Further, while the estab-
lished large-area printing methods can be used to scalably print
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the planar circuits [15–22], the forming and the subsequent process-
ing steps must be scalable, if this integration approach is to be ame-
nable with large surfaces.
To meet this need, we investigate sequential thermoforming

[23–25] and flash light sintering (FLS) [26–29] of planarly
printed silver (Ag) nanowire (NW) interconnects on planar polycar-
bonate (PC) sheets. In this process, Ag NW inks (Fig. 2(a)) are
printed on a PC sheet to fabricate planar interconnects (Fig. 2(b)).
This planar assembly is thermoformed into the desired surface
geometry by heating the interconnect–polymer assembly and press-
ing it mechanically onto a mold of desired shape (Fig. 2(c)). Ther-
moforming is a well-established and scalable process for shaping
thermoplastic sheets into highly complex shapes. However, there
is little work on investigating the change in conductivity of nanoma-
terial structures printed on the polymer during this process. This
formed interconnect–polymer assembly is then subjected to FLS
(Fig. 2(d )). In FLS, pulsed light (continuous energy spectrum
from 400 to 700 nm) from a xenon lamp is incident on the NWs.
This light is absorbed by the NWs selectively due to plasmonic
effects resulting in localized heating, neck growth at the contacts
between NWs, and an increase in conductivity of the printed struc-
ture. The simultaneously high sintering speed (milliseconds), large-
area (e.g., greater than 1 ft × 0.75 in. optical footprint here), and low
substrate damage in FLS provide significant advantages over oven
and laser sintering [29–35]. Significant past work on FLS has dem-
onstrated sintering of metallic (Ag [34], Ni [36], and Cu [37,38]),
semiconductive (CdS [39], CuS [40], CdTe [41], and TiO2 [42]),
and thermoelectric (bismuth telluride [43]) thin and thick films.
However, most work in FLS has been performed for interconnects
onflat substrates. There is little investigation of howFLSaffects elec-
trical resistance in 3D interconnects, as is the case in our process. The
scalability of planar printing, thermoforming, and FLS also provide
inherent scalability to the proposed process. However, there has
been no investigation of whether FLS can sufficiently compensate
for the increase in resistance inevitable in the thermoforming step.
This paper develops the above proposed process and character-

izes the associated process–structure–property relationships. The
dependence of interconnect resistance on the forming strain and

FLS fluence is characterized. The changes in the interconnect mor-
phology due to thermoforming and FLS are examined. Thermal
analysis of FLS is performed to understand spatial temperature
evolution during the process. These efforts uncover the physical
mechanisms underlying the observed process–structure–property
relationships. The process capability is further demonstrated via a
simple conformal LED-lighting circuit for complex 3D surfaces.
The impact of this new process and integration paradigm on
enhancing scalability and versatility in conformal circuit manufac-
turing is discussed.

Methods
Experimental Methods. Ag NWs (150 μm length, 100 nm dia-

meter, ACS Materials) were suspended in ethanol at 5 mg/ml con-
centration without any dispersant to prepare a stable ink, as shown
in Fig. 2(a). Wide-area AJP with a mask was used to deposit the ink
on 500 μm thick PC sheets, as demonstrated in Fig. 2(b). We note
that printing NWs of this concentration and size has also been per-
formed by large-area print heads without a mask [21,22]. During
printing, the sample stage was preheated to 70 °C to quickly evap-
orate the ethanol. For process characterization, the printed pattern
was a straight interconnect with larger pads at each end. The liquid
flowrate was controlled by a feeder and an atomizer. The feeder
contained a syringe pump that pumped the Ag NW ink with a vol-
umetric flowrate of 1.5 ml/min. The atomizer used compressed air
supply at 0.5 psi to aerosolize the ink. The deposition path was con-
trolled by a three-axis stage, with the polymer substrate mounted on
an X–Y stage and the aerosol nozzle mounted on the Z-axis above it.
The nozzle height (i.e., Z-axis position) was fixed at 35 mm above
the substrate. Once the aerosol jet was turned on, the in-plane
motion of the polymer was controlled by proportional integral
derivative controllers for the X–Y axis with inbuilt G-code software
from the stage supplier (Zaber Inc.). The end points of the intercon-
nect, i.e., the two points at the ends of the interconnect pads, were
specified, and linear interpolation was used to deposit the ink in a
straight line between the two points. Thus, the X–Y stage simply
moved back and forth in a straight line to deposit the desired
number of passes. This deposition approach deposited 0.04 ml of
the ink per pass of the aerosol nozzle. After the interconnect
pattern was deposited, the printed substrate was taken out of the
AJP stage and the mask was removed from the substrate. The
number of printing passes varied from 100, 140, and 180 to
obtain interconnects of varying thicknesses.
The interconnect–PC assembly was then thermoformed by

heating it above the polymer’s glass-transition temperature (Tg),
as shown in Fig. 2(c). The Tg for PC was measured using differen-
tial scanning calorimetry as 153 °C, which is within the range of
145–155 °C in the previous study [44]. During our experiments,
the polymer substrate was heated to 200 °C before forming (as mea-
sured by a thermal camera), and the total thermoforming time was
90 s. The molds were fabricated with polyetherimide using stereo-
lithography-based 3D printing. Molds with a circular cap cross
section (Fig. 3(a)) characterized by a maximum mold angle θm

Fig. 1 Potential paradigm for integration of conformal circuits
with rigid 3D surfaces

Fig. 2 (a) Silver nanowire ink used in this work; schematics of (b) AJP, (c) thermoforming, and (d ) FLS
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(Fig. 3(b)) were used to characterize the effect of thermoforming on
resistance. The interconnect was aligned to be along the centerline
of the bump in the mold, so that primarily uniaxial strain was
imposed on the interconnect. Thus, the strain was maximum at
the root section of the mold and lowest at the top section of the
mold (Fig. 3(b)). The ɛ maximum nominal strain on the polymer
ɛm can be written as shown in Eq. (1) and varied from 30% to
190% by fixing mold width L (7.25 mm) and changing mold
radius r to change θm from 40 deg to 70 deg. Since L and r were
fixed, the total mold height H (Fig. 3(c)) increased with θm as H
= r(1− cos θm).

εm = 1/cos θm − 1 = 1/
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This thermoformed assembly was subjected to FLS (Sinteron
3000 system; Xenon Corporation), as shown in Fig. 2(d ). This lamp
has a minimum optical footprint, and therefore working area, of
1 ft × 0.75 in. The thermal power density Q absorbed at an arbitrary
location on the 3D interconnect was obtained as shown in Eq. (2). In
Eq. (2), Q depends on distance D from the surface of the lamp,
where D≥ distance of the focal plane from lamp surface (Fig. 3
(c)); the fraction of total optical irradiance at given wavelength λ,
i.e., X(λ); ratio of absorbed power Pa(λ) to incident power Pi(λ)
on the interconnect; and the lamp voltage V in kV. The term (V/
3120)2.4 denotes the total optical irradiance at a given voltage at
the focal plane (1 in. from the lamp surface), as specified by the
manufacturer. The optical irradiance from the lamp and this

approach to quantify optical energy absorbed by the deposited
nanoparticles have been validated and successfully used in previous
works on FLS [28,29,45]. The base of the formed PC was fixed at
1.5 in. away from the surface of the lamp, and the lamp voltage was
fixed at 3 kV. The optical fluence at the PC base varied, as shown in
Table 1, for a total of three optical pulses and a maximum FLS time
of 1.7 s. The line resistance of the interconnect was measured by
attaching copper tape with highly conductive silver paste to the
end pads of the interconnects, and then attaching the copper tape
to a Keithley sourcemeter using alligator clips. The use of the con-
ductive silver paste reduces issues with contact resistance between
the copper tape and the interconnect. This approach to measure line
resistance in conformal interconnects has also been used in the past
work in conformal nanoparticle printing [4]. The interconnect mor-
phology was analyzed via scanning electron micrography (SEM;
Zeiss Sigma Field Emission 8100). The optical absorption of the
deposited Ag NWs was measured using an UV–vis spectrophot-
ometer equipped with an integrating sphere, for use in the thermal
analysis of FLS.

Computational Methods. A thermal finite element analysis
(FEA) was implemented in COMSOL to understand how the non-
planarity of the interconnect in our process influences temperature

Table 1 FLS parameters

Parameter

Optical fluence at PC base

1 J/cm2 3 J/cm2 5 J/cm2

On-time, t (μs) 143 430 715
Off-time (ms) 100 283 560

Fig. 3 (a) Mold (θm=100%) used to characterize the effect of thermoforming, (b) mold terminol-
ogy, and (c) schematic of spatially varying irradiance during FLS of the interconnect–polymer
assembly
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evolution during FLS. The formedPCgeometrywith ɛm= 100%was
used with the interconnect modeled as a thin layer, as shown in
Fig. 4(a). A spatially varying heat source was specified on the inter-
connect, based on Eq. (2), with X(λ) obtained from the xenon lamp
spectrum supplied by the manufacturer (Fig. 4(b)). The optical
absorption curves of the silver layer were obtained from the
above described spectrophotometry. The heat source was applied
only to the thin Ag interconnect domain since the PC used here is
visibly transparent, resulting in negligible optical absorption of
the xenon lamp light. The thermal properties of this thin layer
were assumed to be temperature-invariant and equivalent to that
of the bulk material for simplicity. Although this assumption will
not yield a quantitatively exact temperature evolution, it provides
qualitative insights into temperature gradients without the signifi-
cant complications of coupling densification and thermal properties
[29]. The thermal properties used in the model are described in
Table 2. Convective heat transfer boundary condition (convective
coefficient, 5 W/m2 K) was included at all the surfaces, except
the lower surface of the PC, which had a constant temperature of
25 °C. This lower surface boundary condition reflects the fact that
we had a gray metal substrate below the polymer, which absorbed
light but was also thermally connected to the larger metallic struc-
ture of the setup, which we assumed acted like a heat sink to quickly
conduct away the heat and keep the lower surface at room temper-
ature. A square waveform with a 10% rise-time and 10% decay-time
was used for temporal evolution of the pulse irradiance during the
pulse on time, since this has shown good ability to predict temper-
ature evolution in our past work on FLS [28,29,45].

Results and Discussion
Figure 5(a) shows a planar interconnect after aerosol-jet printing.

The line width was 750 μm, and the thickness was measured by
SEM to be 400, 600, and 800 nm for 100, 140, and 180 passes
respectively. The corresponding as-deposited resistance was 7.8,
7.1, and 5.2 Ω/cm, respectively, due to the increased interconnect
thickness [46]. In this work, we use line resistance rather than
bulk resistivity for two reasons. First, the line resistance and the
change in it after thermoforming and FLS are of chief interest to

a circuit designer who wants to understand the resistance along
the surface of the formed interconnect–polymer assembly. Thus,
line resistance has been often reported when considering confor-
mally printed interconnects [4]. Second, since the strain across
the interconnect is not uniform (as mentioned in the Experimental
Methods section), the thickness is expected to change smoothly
across the interconnect length. This makes it difficult to quantify
resistance as a single resistivity value. Figure 5(b) shows thermo-
formed samples with different forming angles θm. Figures 5(c)
and 5(d ) show how resistance changes due to thermoforming and
FLS fluence. The means and standard deviations for these plots
were obtained from at least three samples for each fluence and θm.
The standard deviations of the post-FLS samples in these plots are
not shown for purposes of clarity or are not visible in some cases.
However, we note that the standard deviation of the post-FLS
samples was not greater than 0.7 Ω/cm. The resistance of the
copper tape and silver paste was measured by joining a copper tape
(of same length as used in measurements) end-to-end to another
copper tape with the silver paste and then measuring the resistance
across this assembly. Since this resistance was around 1.3 Ω, the
copper tape and epoxy contributed no more than 8% of the measured
total resistance in any stage of the process, for any of the cases con-
sidered here. Thus, the copper tape and silver paste had very little
influence on the measured line resistance.
These plots lead to the following interesting observations. In

general, the resistance increases significantly after thermoforming
but also decreases significantly after FLS. As shown in Fig. 5(d ),
at pulse fluence of 3 J/cm2, the post-FLS resistance is 25% lower
than the as-deposited resistance for ɛm= 30% and 55%, comparable
for ɛm= 100%, and about 38% higher for ɛm= 190%. Thus, FLS
plays the key role of compensating for the increase in resistance
after thermoforming. The typical resistance achieved by vacuum
deposition in planar electronics (≈7.5 Ω/cm for few 100 nm thick-
ness, [4]) is lower than the maximum post-FLS resistance here
(≈12 Ω/cm at ɛm= 190%), but it is similar to that achieved at
lower ɛm.
In Fig. 5(d ), the change in resistance after thermoforming is

similar at lower ɛm (30% and 55%) but increases substantially at
higher ɛm (100% and 190%). The reason for this difference can
be observed from SEM images at the root and the top section of
the interconnects, as shown in Fig. 6. A greater number of micro-
cracks, across the line width, are formed at the root of the intercon-
nect than at the top (Figs. 6(a) and 6(b)). This is due to greater strain
at the root section than at the top section. The orientation of these
cracks is consistent with our assumption of primarily uniaxial
plane strain along the interconnect length, since previous studies
have shown that in metal films on polymers subject to stretching,
the film develops cracks perpendicular to the tensile direction
[47,48]. These cracks reduce the effective electrical percolation

Fig. 4 Thermal model with formed PC geometry for ɛm=100% and the interconnect layer

Table 2 Thermal properties used in finite element analysis

Property Silver Polycarbonate

Thermal conductivity (W/m K) 419 0.22
Density (kg/m3) 10,491 1200
Heat capacity (J/kg K) 234 1300
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Fig. 5 (a) Aerosol-jet printed planar Ag NW interconnect, (b) postformed and post-FLS interconnect–polymer assem-
blies for different θm, (c) change in resistance for ɛm=100% with number of printing passes and pulse fluence, and
(d ) change in resistance with maximum strain for 140 printing passes and 3 J/cm2 pulsefluence (optimal parameters)

Fig. 6 SEM images of interconnects with 140 printing passes after thermoforming: For
ɛm =100% at (a) root section and (b) top section; (c) ɛm=30% and (d ) ɛm=100% at the
root section
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across the crosssection of the interconnect, causing the observed
thermoforming-induced increase in resistance. The magnitude of
change in resistance with ɛm depends on the morphology across
the crack width. At lower strain (e.g., ɛm= 30%, Fig. 6(c)), some
percolation is still retained across the cracks via crack width span-
ning ligaments. At a higher strain (ɛm= 100%, Fig. 6(d )), these lig-
aments break. The resulting complete elimination of electron flow
across the cracks significantly increases the resistance. This indi-
cates a strain limit beyond which the postforming resistance of
the interconnect increases more rapidly.
To understand why FLS reduces the resistance, the post-FLS

SEM images are examined in Fig. 7. Comparing Figs. 7(a) and 7(b)
with Figs. 6(a) and 6(b) shows that the thermoforming induced
cracks in the interconnect grow after FLS. This is due to thermal
stresses during FLS, mismatch in thermal expansion coefficient
between the Ag and PC, and greater stress concentrations at the
interconnect edges [49]. By itself, this phenomenon should increase
post-FLS resistance beyond the postforming resistance. However,
Fig. 7(d ) shows FLS-induced neck growth at the NW contacts in
the regions of the interconnect away from the cracks. This should
reduce the contact resistance between the NWs [50], wherever
NW contact is possible after thermoforming, and thus reduce the
overall line resistance as well. Given the significant post-FLS reduc-
tion in resistance in Figs. 5(c) and 5(d ), the above observations indi-
cate that neck growth induced reduction in resistance due to FLS
dominates over the concurrent increase in resistance due to
thermoforming- and FLS-induced crack growth. At the same
time, Fig. 7(c) shows that the FLS-induced neck growth is lesser at
the root section than at the top section. The number of necks per unit
area of the SEM images, measured over at least 3 images, increased
from 0.6 necks/μm2 at the root section to 3.1 necks/μm2 at the top
section. The reasons for this will be discussed shortly when describ-
ing the results from the thermal model.
Figure 5(c) shows process limits in terms of the interconnect

thickness and pulse fluence. The postforming resistance for 180
printing passes was not measurable compared to finite values for
140 and 100 printing passes. This is because the thermoforming
induced cracks at the root section propagated completely across
the line width for 180 printing passes, as shown in Fig. 7(e). This

caused a complete loss in electrical percolation in the interconnect
compared to the partial crack propagation for 140 printing passes
observable in Fig. 7( f ). We hypothesize that this is due to greater
deposition passes increasing both interconnect density and thick-
ness, resulting in greater effective stiffness, greater stress, and
thus greater crack growth during thermoforming. In Fig. 5(c), the
post-FLS resistance is highest at fluence of 1 J/cm2, decreases at
3 J/cm2, and then increases again at 5 J/cm2. Past works on planar
FLS of silver nanowires has reported nanoscale degradation and
evaporation of nanowires beyond a limiting fluence [51–53]. This
is likely the operative mechanism behind the existence of a limiting
fluence in our experiments as well. The optimum FLS fluence and
interconnect thickness were found to be 3 J/cm2

fluence and 140
printing passes (i.e., 600 nm thickness), respectively. These were
the parameters used to understand the influence of ɛm in Fig. 5(d ).
Figure 5(d ) shows that increasing ɛm results in greater post-FLS

reduction in resistance. Deeper understanding of this phenomenon
is obtained by considering results from the thermal analysis.
Figure 8(a) shows the temperature contours at the peak of the
third FLS pulse for the optimal FLS fluence and interconnect thick-
ness found above. As shown in Fig. 8(b), there is a significant tem-
perature gradient across the length of the interconnect with greater
temperatures at the top section. A common assumption made during
FLS on planar substrates has been that the film temperature is
uniform during the process [28,29]. This is based on the assumption
of negligible effect of thermal conductivity, due to the low Biot
number of the interconnects, and the fact of uniform fluence
across the film. The temperature gradients observed here indicate
that this assumption can no longer be used when analyzing FLS
of 3D interconnects. Further, the higher temperatures at the top
section also indicate that the neck growth should be lesser at the
root section and greater at the top section. This gradient in sintering
is supported by the difference in inter-NW neck growth between
the top section in Fig. 7(c) and the root section in Fig. 7(d ).
These insights indicate that models of FLS of 3D interconnects
need to consider local variations in thermal conductivity, which
would develop due to gradients in thermal contact resistance at
inter-NW contacts induced by local variations in inter-NW neck
growth [54].

Fig. 7 Post-FLS SEM images for 3 J/cm2 pulse fluence, 140 printing passes and ɛm=100% at (a) the root section and (b) the top
section; zoomed in views at (c) the root section and (d ) the top section; The red dotted circles denote inter-NW necks; Postforming
SEM images at the root section for ɛm=100% for (e) 180 and ( f ) 140 printing passes
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These temperature gradients also explain the relatively greater
post-FLS resistance reduction for higher ɛm in Fig. 5(d ). The tem-
perature gradient is due to the spatial variation in incident fluence
on the interconnect per Eq. (2). As θm and ɛm increase, the mold
height H (=r(1− cos θm)) also increases. Thus, a greater portion
of the formed interconnect gets closer to the lamp surface, as
shown in Fig. 3(c). As is observable from Eq. (2), this increases the
fluence and therefore the temperature and inter-NW neck growth
over a greater length of the interconnect. This leads to greater reduc-
tion in resistance after FLS. The FEA results also show that the FLS
temperature is slightly higher for 140 printing passes than for 100
printing passes (Figs. 8(b)–8(d )). This is because greater film thick-
ness results in greater optical absorption, as shown in Fig. 8(e).
The developed thermoforming-FLS process was also used to

integrate conductive interconnects on more complex surfaces. The

stepped pyramid geometry in Fig. 9(a) was used to examine how
the process deals with concave corners. The stepped dome shape
in Fig. 9(b) was used to examine the inclusion of both concave
and convex features in the same geometry. The optimal process
parameters described earlier were used. The resistance after
forming was 17.8 Ω/cm for the stepped pyramid, higher than that
for the stepped dome (13.8 Ω/cm). However, the post-FLS line
resistance for both cases was 7.8 Ω/cm, indicating lesser
FLS-induced resistance reduction for the stepped dome. This was
because the concave feature in the mid-section of the stepped
pyramid was closer to the lamp surface than the concave feature
at the base of the stepped dome, which, based on the thermal anal-
ysis presented earlier, resulted in greater FLS-induced temperature
and neck growth at the midsection concave feature in the stepped
pyramid. This is why FLS induced a greater reduction in resistance

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 8 Thermal model results for ɛm=100% formed PC geometry at the peak of third pulse: (a) temperature contours,
(b) interconnect temperature as a function of height (c) variation in temperature across the interconnect width, (d ) Tem-
perature evolution at the top section of the interconnect for multiple consecutive pulses, and (e) UV–Vis absorption spec-
trum for unsintered Ag NWs on PC with 100 and 140 printing passes
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for the stepped pyramid case. The interconnects could light up a red
LED fully at 3 V and partially at 1.7 V, as shown in Figs. 9(c) and 9
(d ). As illustrated in Fig. 9(e), the interconnect–PC assemblies were
easily adhesively integrated with the mold surface, which has the
same form as the desired 3D surface.
The total processing time for each of these 1 square inch surfaces

was 90.8 s. With an increase in surface size, to say 1 square foot, the
thermoforming process will require larger machines, but will not
need longer time. Such larger machines are easily available today.
The optical footprint of FLS here is 1 ft × 0.75 in. or greater, imply-
ing that with in-plane overlap between consecutive optical foot-
prints the FLS time would increase to around 10 s. Thus, the total
time needed for this larger surface would be less than 2 min,
which is much lesser than that needed for conformal printing over
a similar area. It is worth noting that we also attempted to per-
form FLS first, followed by thermoforming. However, even with
a higher FLS fluence and lower strain, the minimum resistance
achievable was at least 10 times that obtained here. This is
because the neck growth between the NWs during FLS increased
the stiffness of the interconnect, leading to a greater crack growth
and failure of the interconnect during thermoforming.

Conclusion
To summarize, this paper develops a new process that can trans-

form planar printed circuits on thermoplastic sheets into freeform
interconnect–polymer assemblies for facile integration with a
desired 3D surface. This process concurrently leverages the inher-
ently high scalability of the established planar printing and thermo-
forming processes and that of the emerging FLS process.
Importantly, FLS-induced inter-NW neck growth significantly com-
pensates for crack growth induced reduction in resistance during
thermoforming and FLS. The observed nonlinear dependence of

electrical conductivity on surface form, FLS fluence, and intercon-
nect thickness is elucidated in terms of the underlying interconnect
morphology and temperature evolution. Significant gradients in tem-
perature and neck growth between the NWs are found, indicating the
need to consider local variations in effective thermal properties
during FLS analysis.
The demonstrated circuit integration paradigm is robust because

the interconnect–polymer assembly is preshaped to the target
surface geometry. It also enables easy circuit replacement and com-
plete elimination of any heating of the 3D object. These advantages,
when combined with the process scalability, create the potential
for circuit integration that is agnostic to the object size and material.
We note that conformal 3D printing on thermoformed polymer
sheets (without interconnects), followed by FLS, could be an alter-
native to the process described here. However, this approach would
lose the high scalability that is now available with planar printing
approaches.
At the same time, we observe that gradation in sample positioning

to compensate for gradients in degree of inter-NW neck growth may
further lower post-FLS resistance in our process. This approach
could be combined with xenon lamp reflectors that have a longer
focal distance to accommodate surface form factors with a greater
height. Further, the use of reflective surfaces below the polymer
might allow absorption of light reflected from this surface by
regions of the formed interconnect farther away from the lamp
surface (e.g., the root section) to enable greater neck growth. Funda-
mentally, there is likely a change in the thickness of the interconnect
after thermoforming. This will also contribute to the increase in
resistance after forming, albeit likely not as strongly as the disruption
in percolation due to crack growth. Fabricating the interconnect on
flat inclined surfaces to measure the uniform change in thickness
and bulk resistivity can help understand the contribution of this
thickness change to the resistance change. Investigating these
avenues to further reduce resistance is the focus of our future work.

(a) (b)

(d ) (e)(c)

Fig. 9 Geometry of PC surface and interconnect for (a) stepped pyramid and (b) stepped dome
shape; Demonstration of conformal interconnects using an LED (c) stepped pyramid and
(d ) Stepped dome shape; (e) Integrated PC–interconnect assemblies
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